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Positions currently this Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon
Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He as one of your book collection! But, it
is not in your cabinet collections. Why? This is guide Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional
By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He that is
supplied in soft documents. You can download the soft data of this spectacular book Early Childhood
Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez,
Wanda J. Roundtree He now as well as in the link provided. Yeah, different with the other people which
search for book Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana
G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He outside, you can get simpler to posture this book.
When some individuals still walk into the store and browse guide Early Childhood Education: Becoming A
Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He,
you are below just remain on your seat and also get guide Early Childhood Education: Becoming A
Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He.

Review
“(This Book) has rich information and is well tied to the standards and includes sufficient resources.” (Su-
Jeong Wee)

“Professionalism is fully developed and integrated throughout the chapters. The author actually uses the term
Professional ECE teacher throughout the chapters. Applying theory to Practical, easy to implement ideas is
thoroughly developed throughout the chapters. The policy boxes at the end of the chapters help students
understand putting theory and research into practice and this is easily found in the chapters. There is
discussion on developmentally appropriate practices throughout the chapters, as well. The theme not
mentioned above, Families and Cultural Diversity is also seen within each chapter. The authors definitely
placed an emphasis on diversity and I see it throughout.” (Kimberly K. Sellers, PhD)

“It is important to focus on the full range of children, who are considered in early childhood, birth through
age eight. This textbook covers all of these age groups throughout the chapters. There are vignettes that focus
on different ages. The sample lesson plans have examples for each age group… In my experience, many
ECE textbooks focus on birth to age 5, but tend to leave out or not place as much emphasis on the early
elementary students. I see more information included on this age group within this text.” (Kimberly K.
Sellers, PhD)

· “The chapters are arranged in a logical sequence, beginning with general history, programs, and theories



and then going into more focused descriptions of assessment, special needs, diversity, guidance, and
curriculum and concluding with trends in the field. It is logical and clear. The chapters are labeled
appropriately so that the student has a good idea of what is covered.” (Kimberly K. Sellers, PhD)

“The content is well organized and the ideas are based on current research and best practices.” (Erin E.
Barton)

“I love all of (the pedagogical features)! Making connections from the text to the “real world” seems to be
the area students struggle in the most- and yet is the most important part.” (Jody M. Carson)

“I like the way the chapters/book covers all three areas (age groups); that has become a major focus in MA
and I feel it’s very important for students to have this information. I feel all were covered well and keeping
this balance would be very helpful for me as an instructor and for the students.” (Jody M. Carson)

“Students really depend upon examples to show them what is actually being discussed or defined for them.
The author does a great job including practical examples in the chapters to help the reader make the
connections.” (April M Grace)

“The section on working with parents and the section on addressing cultural and socio-economic differences
are so important for students to understand. I don’t always see that in textbooks. Very important! (April M
Grace)

“Once I had begun to read, I was drawn in by the author’s writing. I feel students would not feel
overwhelmed and lost by reading this text. The writing is very appropriate.” (April M Grace,)

“I enjoyed the Policies and Politics Boxes. They were provocative and I think they would get my students to
think deeply and discuss.” (Michelle Fryer Hanson)

“I really like the information about the additional readings and the on the web section.” (Cheryl J. Hitchcock)

“I felt the TOC had a logical flow; the titles were clear and understandable. It matches most of the
organization of the way my course is set out.” (Jennifer A. Kampmann)

“Mathematics, Science, and Technology. An excellent chapter. If prospective teachers can grasp the
information in the vignette that describes children’s excitement about learning through science, they will be
ahead of the game. During my days as a classroom teacher, I taught math and science in a departmentalized
elementary school. Science is doing. Math is about learning not only facts, but concepts. The paragraph that
explains that teachers might have to upgrade their knowledge and skills in math, science, and technology is
an awareness that needs to be brought home to teachers. Teachers often hamper the development of
children’s learning because of their own shortcomings. I like it as it is.” (James C. Young)

About the Author

Dr. Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle has a double BA in psychology and music from the University of Redlands.
She also has an EdS in program evaluation and a PhD in child and adolescent development from the Stanford
University School of Education. She taught in various preschools as an assistant teacher as she worked while
completing her years of higher education. She has more than 20 years’ experience as a college professor and
has numerous accomplishments and awards, including early childhood grants from First 5 Sacramento
County. In terms of awards, she was an American Psychological Association MFP Fellow in graduate school
and won her college’s Outstanding Teaching Award at Sacramento State. She has written more than 15



publications and presented at more than 40 conferences. Some of her publications have appeared in the Early
Childhood Education Journal and the eJournal of Education Policy. Conference presentations have been at
the American Educational Research Association and the Head Start National Research Conference.
Currently, she is a professor of child development at California State University, Sacramento, where she
prepares students to teach young children.

Dr. Ana Garcia-Nevarez is the chair of the undergraduate studies division in the College of Education and a
professor at California State University, Sacramento. She received a BA in psychology and child
development from California State University, Northridge, and an MA in school psychology and a PhD in
curriculum and instruction (emphasis in elementary education) from Arizona State University. She was a
Regents’ graduate academic scholar at Arizona State University. She has taught at California State
University, Sacramento, since 2001. She has taught courses in cross-cultural child development, language
and literacy development, curriculum and instruction, and research methods. Her research interest includes
evaluating preservice teachers’ attitudes toward diversity, civic engagement, and career development. Her
research agenda has allowed her to be an active member in the preschool and elementary school community.
Dr. Garcia-Nevarez is the author of several research articles and monographs. She regularly presents at
national and international conferences.

Dr. Wanda Roundtree Henderson has been intimately involved in the design, implementation, execution, and
evaluation of early childhood and family support programs within the New York City metropolitan area, in
California, and throughout the country for approximately 30 years. In her current position as interim director
of child development at the Sacramento City Unified School District, Dr. Roundtree Henderson provides
fiduciary and programmatic oversight for the department, which serves approximately 3,000 children, from
birth to age 12 years, and their families. Dr. Roundtree Henderson is a part-time adjunct lecturer at California
State University, Sacramento, in the Department of Child Development. She has also served as a
consultant/trainer and has accessed many educational platforms, forums, and instititions of higher education
as a speaker and lecturer in the disciplines of early childhood education, psychology, and developmental
psychology. Dr. Henderson is the recipient of many awards and recognitions for her scholastic achievements
and work in the fields of early childhood education and family support. Dr. Henderson holds a BA in
psychology and education from Hunter College of the City University of New York. She also holds a
master’s degree in developmental psychology, a master’s of education, and a doctorate in early childhood
education/curriculum and teaching from Teachers College, Columbia University, in New York City. She is
married to Dr. Darryl Henderson, clinical psychologist and director of the Center for Counseling and
Diagnostic Services at California State University, Sacramento.

Dr. Alicia Valero-Kerrick is a lecturer of child development at California State University, Sacramento. She
received her PhD in education from the University of California, Davis. She also holds a double BA in
psychology and Chicano studies from the University of California, Davis. Previously, she worked as a cohort
instructor in the Early Development, Care and Education program at California State University,
Sacramento. She also has worked as a bilingual school psychologist, an evaluation coordinator, a training
coordinator, and a private educational consultant. Dr. Valero-Kerrick has experience with staff development



and training for early childhood education teachers working with infants, toddlers, preschoolers, and
kindergartners.
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Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G.
(Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He. Haggling with checking out behavior is no need.
Reading Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G.
(Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He is not kind of something sold that you can take or
otherwise. It is a point that will certainly transform your life to life better. It is things that will certainly give
you several things all over the world and this cosmos, in the real world as well as here after. As exactly what
will certainly be made by this Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A.
Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He, exactly how can you
negotiate with things that has several benefits for you?

By reviewing Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G.
(Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He, you can recognize the expertise as well as points
even more, not just about just what you receive from people to people. Reserve Early Childhood Education:
Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J.
Roundtree He will certainly be a lot more trusted. As this Early Childhood Education: Becoming A
Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He,
it will really provide you the smart idea to be successful. It is not only for you to be success in specific life;
you can be effective in everything. The success can be begun by understanding the fundamental expertise as
well as do actions.

From the combination of understanding and activities, someone can improve their ability as well as capacity.
It will certainly lead them to live and function far better. This is why, the students, workers, or even
employers must have reading behavior for books. Any kind of publication Early Childhood Education:
Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J.
Roundtree He will give certain knowledge to take all advantages. This is just what this Early Childhood
Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez,
Wanda J. Roundtree He tells you. It will certainly add even more knowledge of you to life and function far
better. Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G.
(Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He, Try it and also show it.
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Early Childhood Education: Becoming a Professional is an inspiring introduction to the world of early
childhood education, preparing the teachers of tomorrow to reach their full potential in their schools and
communities. Written by a diverse and experienced author team (Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana Garcia-
Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree-Henderson, and Alicia Valero-Kerrick), this text engages readers to connect
contemporary educational and developmental theory and research to developmentally appropriate practices
and applications that are easily implemented in the classroom. In response to today's ever-changing
educational environment, the text focuses on both the importance of taking personal and professional
responsibility, as well as today's issues in diversity?from supporting children with exceptionalities to
supporting children and families in broader cultural contexts.
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Review
“(This Book) has rich information and is well tied to the standards and includes sufficient resources.” (Su-
Jeong Wee)

“Professionalism is fully developed and integrated throughout the chapters. The author actually uses the term
Professional ECE teacher throughout the chapters. Applying theory to Practical, easy to implement ideas is
thoroughly developed throughout the chapters. The policy boxes at the end of the chapters help students
understand putting theory and research into practice and this is easily found in the chapters. There is
discussion on developmentally appropriate practices throughout the chapters, as well. The theme not
mentioned above, Families and Cultural Diversity is also seen within each chapter. The authors definitely
placed an emphasis on diversity and I see it throughout.” (Kimberly K. Sellers, PhD)

“It is important to focus on the full range of children, who are considered in early childhood, birth through
age eight. This textbook covers all of these age groups throughout the chapters. There are vignettes that focus
on different ages. The sample lesson plans have examples for each age group… In my experience, many



ECE textbooks focus on birth to age 5, but tend to leave out or not place as much emphasis on the early
elementary students. I see more information included on this age group within this text.” (Kimberly K.
Sellers, PhD)

· “The chapters are arranged in a logical sequence, beginning with general history, programs, and theories
and then going into more focused descriptions of assessment, special needs, diversity, guidance, and
curriculum and concluding with trends in the field. It is logical and clear. The chapters are labeled
appropriately so that the student has a good idea of what is covered.” (Kimberly K. Sellers, PhD)

“The content is well organized and the ideas are based on current research and best practices.” (Erin E.
Barton)

“I love all of (the pedagogical features)! Making connections from the text to the “real world” seems to be
the area students struggle in the most- and yet is the most important part.” (Jody M. Carson)

“I like the way the chapters/book covers all three areas (age groups); that has become a major focus in MA
and I feel it’s very important for students to have this information. I feel all were covered well and keeping
this balance would be very helpful for me as an instructor and for the students.” (Jody M. Carson)

“Students really depend upon examples to show them what is actually being discussed or defined for them.
The author does a great job including practical examples in the chapters to help the reader make the
connections.” (April M Grace)

“The section on working with parents and the section on addressing cultural and socio-economic differences
are so important for students to understand. I don’t always see that in textbooks. Very important! (April M
Grace)

“Once I had begun to read, I was drawn in by the author’s writing. I feel students would not feel
overwhelmed and lost by reading this text. The writing is very appropriate.” (April M Grace,)

“I enjoyed the Policies and Politics Boxes. They were provocative and I think they would get my students to
think deeply and discuss.” (Michelle Fryer Hanson)

“I really like the information about the additional readings and the on the web section.” (Cheryl J. Hitchcock)

“I felt the TOC had a logical flow; the titles were clear and understandable. It matches most of the
organization of the way my course is set out.” (Jennifer A. Kampmann)

“Mathematics, Science, and Technology. An excellent chapter. If prospective teachers can grasp the
information in the vignette that describes children’s excitement about learning through science, they will be
ahead of the game. During my days as a classroom teacher, I taught math and science in a departmentalized
elementary school. Science is doing. Math is about learning not only facts, but concepts. The paragraph that
explains that teachers might have to upgrade their knowledge and skills in math, science, and technology is
an awareness that needs to be brought home to teachers. Teachers often hamper the development of
children’s learning because of their own shortcomings. I like it as it is.” (James C. Young)

About the Author

Dr. Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle has a double BA in psychology and music from the University of Redlands.
She also has an EdS in program evaluation and a PhD in child and adolescent development from the Stanford



University School of Education. She taught in various preschools as an assistant teacher as she worked while
completing her years of higher education. She has more than 20 years’ experience as a college professor and
has numerous accomplishments and awards, including early childhood grants from First 5 Sacramento
County. In terms of awards, she was an American Psychological Association MFP Fellow in graduate school
and won her college’s Outstanding Teaching Award at Sacramento State. She has written more than 15
publications and presented at more than 40 conferences. Some of her publications have appeared in the Early
Childhood Education Journal and the eJournal of Education Policy. Conference presentations have been at
the American Educational Research Association and the Head Start National Research Conference.
Currently, she is a professor of child development at California State University, Sacramento, where she
prepares students to teach young children.

Dr. Ana Garcia-Nevarez is the chair of the undergraduate studies division in the College of Education and a
professor at California State University, Sacramento. She received a BA in psychology and child
development from California State University, Northridge, and an MA in school psychology and a PhD in
curriculum and instruction (emphasis in elementary education) from Arizona State University. She was a
Regents’ graduate academic scholar at Arizona State University. She has taught at California State
University, Sacramento, since 2001. She has taught courses in cross-cultural child development, language
and literacy development, curriculum and instruction, and research methods. Her research interest includes
evaluating preservice teachers’ attitudes toward diversity, civic engagement, and career development. Her
research agenda has allowed her to be an active member in the preschool and elementary school community.
Dr. Garcia-Nevarez is the author of several research articles and monographs. She regularly presents at
national and international conferences.

Dr. Wanda Roundtree Henderson has been intimately involved in the design, implementation, execution, and
evaluation of early childhood and family support programs within the New York City metropolitan area, in
California, and throughout the country for approximately 30 years. In her current position as interim director
of child development at the Sacramento City Unified School District, Dr. Roundtree Henderson provides
fiduciary and programmatic oversight for the department, which serves approximately 3,000 children, from
birth to age 12 years, and their families. Dr. Roundtree Henderson is a part-time adjunct lecturer at California
State University, Sacramento, in the Department of Child Development. She has also served as a
consultant/trainer and has accessed many educational platforms, forums, and instititions of higher education
as a speaker and lecturer in the disciplines of early childhood education, psychology, and developmental
psychology. Dr. Henderson is the recipient of many awards and recognitions for her scholastic achievements
and work in the fields of early childhood education and family support. Dr. Henderson holds a BA in
psychology and education from Hunter College of the City University of New York. She also holds a
master’s degree in developmental psychology, a master’s of education, and a doctorate in early childhood
education/curriculum and teaching from Teachers College, Columbia University, in New York City. She is
married to Dr. Darryl Henderson, clinical psychologist and director of the Center for Counseling and
Diagnostic Services at California State University, Sacramento.

Dr. Alicia Valero-Kerrick is a lecturer of child development at California State University, Sacramento. She



received her PhD in education from the University of California, Davis. She also holds a double BA in
psychology and Chicano studies from the University of California, Davis. Previously, she worked as a cohort
instructor in the Early Development, Care and Education program at California State University,
Sacramento. She also has worked as a bilingual school psychologist, an evaluation coordinator, a training
coordinator, and a private educational consultant. Dr. Valero-Kerrick has experience with staff development
and training for early childhood education teachers working with infants, toddlers, preschoolers, and
kindergartners.

Most helpful customer reviews

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Awesome!
By raeanna
This book was very enjoyable to read as a student. Everything is clearly explained, and that makes it so much
easier to read. There are also a lot of personal stories included that give great insight into each chapter.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
It can be used as your reference book providing useful tips and explanations to answer your questions and
concerns ...
By s. az
Hi, I as a child development graduate student and also as an educator who works with children and also
study about how children develop, I found this book very informative and reader friendly. It can be used as
your reference book providing useful tips and explanations to answer your questions and concerns on how to
deal with some tricky situations.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Great book!!!
By sara vargas
This book about early childhood education was an amazing read! Not only was it easy to follow, but very
educational and practical. Dr. Biddle and her associates describe school policies and also provide relatable
examples. This book is not only for child development students, but also for teachers or anyone interested in
early childhood development.

See all 10 customer reviews...
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Based upon some encounters of many individuals, it is in reality that reading this Early Childhood
Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-
Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He can help them making much better choice and provide more encounter.
If you wish to be one of them, let's acquisition this publication Early Childhood Education: Becoming A
Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He
by downloading and install guide on web link download in this site. You could obtain the soft file of this
publication Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G.
(Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He to download and install and also put aside in your
available digital devices. What are you waiting for? Allow get this book Early Childhood Education:
Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J.
Roundtree He online as well as review them in whenever and any kind of place you will review. It will not
encumber you to bring hefty book Early Childhood Education: Becoming A Professional By Kimberly A.
Gordon Biddle, Ana G. (Guadalupe) Garcia-Nevarez, Wanda J. Roundtree He inside of your bag.

Review
“(This Book) has rich information and is well tied to the standards and includes sufficient resources.” (Su-
Jeong Wee)

“Professionalism is fully developed and integrated throughout the chapters. The author actually uses the term
Professional ECE teacher throughout the chapters. Applying theory to Practical, easy to implement ideas is
thoroughly developed throughout the chapters. The policy boxes at the end of the chapters help students
understand putting theory and research into practice and this is easily found in the chapters. There is
discussion on developmentally appropriate practices throughout the chapters, as well. The theme not
mentioned above, Families and Cultural Diversity is also seen within each chapter. The authors definitely
placed an emphasis on diversity and I see it throughout.” (Kimberly K. Sellers, PhD)

“It is important to focus on the full range of children, who are considered in early childhood, birth through
age eight. This textbook covers all of these age groups throughout the chapters. There are vignettes that focus
on different ages. The sample lesson plans have examples for each age group… In my experience, many
ECE textbooks focus on birth to age 5, but tend to leave out or not place as much emphasis on the early
elementary students. I see more information included on this age group within this text.” (Kimberly K.
Sellers, PhD)

· “The chapters are arranged in a logical sequence, beginning with general history, programs, and theories
and then going into more focused descriptions of assessment, special needs, diversity, guidance, and
curriculum and concluding with trends in the field. It is logical and clear. The chapters are labeled
appropriately so that the student has a good idea of what is covered.” (Kimberly K. Sellers, PhD)

“The content is well organized and the ideas are based on current research and best practices.” (Erin E.



Barton)

“I love all of (the pedagogical features)! Making connections from the text to the “real world” seems to be
the area students struggle in the most- and yet is the most important part.” (Jody M. Carson)

“I like the way the chapters/book covers all three areas (age groups); that has become a major focus in MA
and I feel it’s very important for students to have this information. I feel all were covered well and keeping
this balance would be very helpful for me as an instructor and for the students.” (Jody M. Carson)

“Students really depend upon examples to show them what is actually being discussed or defined for them.
The author does a great job including practical examples in the chapters to help the reader make the
connections.” (April M Grace)

“The section on working with parents and the section on addressing cultural and socio-economic differences
are so important for students to understand. I don’t always see that in textbooks. Very important! (April M
Grace)

“Once I had begun to read, I was drawn in by the author’s writing. I feel students would not feel
overwhelmed and lost by reading this text. The writing is very appropriate.” (April M Grace,)

“I enjoyed the Policies and Politics Boxes. They were provocative and I think they would get my students to
think deeply and discuss.” (Michelle Fryer Hanson)

“I really like the information about the additional readings and the on the web section.” (Cheryl J. Hitchcock)

“I felt the TOC had a logical flow; the titles were clear and understandable. It matches most of the
organization of the way my course is set out.” (Jennifer A. Kampmann)

“Mathematics, Science, and Technology. An excellent chapter. If prospective teachers can grasp the
information in the vignette that describes children’s excitement about learning through science, they will be
ahead of the game. During my days as a classroom teacher, I taught math and science in a departmentalized
elementary school. Science is doing. Math is about learning not only facts, but concepts. The paragraph that
explains that teachers might have to upgrade their knowledge and skills in math, science, and technology is
an awareness that needs to be brought home to teachers. Teachers often hamper the development of
children’s learning because of their own shortcomings. I like it as it is.” (James C. Young)

About the Author

Dr. Kimberly A. Gordon Biddle has a double BA in psychology and music from the University of Redlands.
She also has an EdS in program evaluation and a PhD in child and adolescent development from the Stanford
University School of Education. She taught in various preschools as an assistant teacher as she worked while
completing her years of higher education. She has more than 20 years’ experience as a college professor and
has numerous accomplishments and awards, including early childhood grants from First 5 Sacramento
County. In terms of awards, she was an American Psychological Association MFP Fellow in graduate school
and won her college’s Outstanding Teaching Award at Sacramento State. She has written more than 15
publications and presented at more than 40 conferences. Some of her publications have appeared in the Early
Childhood Education Journal and the eJournal of Education Policy. Conference presentations have been at
the American Educational Research Association and the Head Start National Research Conference.
Currently, she is a professor of child development at California State University, Sacramento, where she
prepares students to teach young children.



Dr. Ana Garcia-Nevarez is the chair of the undergraduate studies division in the College of Education and a
professor at California State University, Sacramento. She received a BA in psychology and child
development from California State University, Northridge, and an MA in school psychology and a PhD in
curriculum and instruction (emphasis in elementary education) from Arizona State University. She was a
Regents’ graduate academic scholar at Arizona State University. She has taught at California State
University, Sacramento, since 2001. She has taught courses in cross-cultural child development, language
and literacy development, curriculum and instruction, and research methods. Her research interest includes
evaluating preservice teachers’ attitudes toward diversity, civic engagement, and career development. Her
research agenda has allowed her to be an active member in the preschool and elementary school community.
Dr. Garcia-Nevarez is the author of several research articles and monographs. She regularly presents at
national and international conferences.

Dr. Wanda Roundtree Henderson has been intimately involved in the design, implementation, execution, and
evaluation of early childhood and family support programs within the New York City metropolitan area, in
California, and throughout the country for approximately 30 years. In her current position as interim director
of child development at the Sacramento City Unified School District, Dr. Roundtree Henderson provides
fiduciary and programmatic oversight for the department, which serves approximately 3,000 children, from
birth to age 12 years, and their families. Dr. Roundtree Henderson is a part-time adjunct lecturer at California
State University, Sacramento, in the Department of Child Development. She has also served as a
consultant/trainer and has accessed many educational platforms, forums, and instititions of higher education
as a speaker and lecturer in the disciplines of early childhood education, psychology, and developmental
psychology. Dr. Henderson is the recipient of many awards and recognitions for her scholastic achievements
and work in the fields of early childhood education and family support. Dr. Henderson holds a BA in
psychology and education from Hunter College of the City University of New York. She also holds a
master’s degree in developmental psychology, a master’s of education, and a doctorate in early childhood
education/curriculum and teaching from Teachers College, Columbia University, in New York City. She is
married to Dr. Darryl Henderson, clinical psychologist and director of the Center for Counseling and
Diagnostic Services at California State University, Sacramento.

Dr. Alicia Valero-Kerrick is a lecturer of child development at California State University, Sacramento. She
received her PhD in education from the University of California, Davis. She also holds a double BA in
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